Light the Oral Cavity with Direct LED
And cut with the confidence of seeing everything with the *Foresight SGL Series*.

**DIRECT LED LIGHT**
With bright LED optics pointed directly into your procedure site, the Foresight SGL will illuminate the procedure site better than any headlamp or loupé on the market.

**BUILT IN MICRO GENERATOR**
The micro generator incorporated inside the handpiece activates a brilliant LED light when air flows through the handpiece. You no longer have to deal with inconvenient fiber optic systems.

**TITANIUM COATED STAINLESS STEEL**
This titanium coated stainless steel shell provides scratch, stain, and corrosion resistance for durability and longevity.

- **22 Watts of Power** - for consistent power and controlled speed for smooth rapid cutting even under heavy load conditions.
- **1 Year Warranty** - on the handpiece, turbine, and generator.

**Foresight - Highspeed**
There is no more need to include fiber optics in you chair-line anymore. It's all built into the Foresight handpiece! So no matter what operatory you are in, you will always be equipped with bright LED optics.

Retail: $599.99 ea
Sale: Buy 2, Get 1 FREE

**Foresight 45 - Surgical**
The only surgical handpiece where NO AIR EXHAUSTS INTO THE ORAL CAVITY. All air is redirected to the unique pilot holes located at the backend. The surgical pocket LED illumination is unsurpassed by any other surgical handpiece on the market.

Retail: $799.99 ea
Sale: $699 - Save $100

**BUY 3 FORESIGHT HIGHSPEEDS + GET 1 FORESIGHT 45 SURGICAL FREE**

Use Code “DTJUL” - Limited Time Only
800-221-0750 • www.medidenta.com
Medidenta introduces the Foresight 45 Self-Generating LED (SGL) Surgical Handpiece, for use in surgery and periodontal and endodontic procedures. It has an innovative design, incorporating an air-driven generator inside the handpiece to power a bright LED light directly into the surgical pocket. This illuminates the operative field without the need for fiber-optic systems from a delivery unit.

Traditionally, fiber-optic systems provide the source of light through a bulb in the coupler or in a tube from the airline. This light travels through a fiber-optic rod that leads to the head of the handpiece. This fiber-optic rod has a tendency to yellow over multiple autoclaves, lowering the color temperature and dimming the transmitted light to the working site. These fiber-optic systems contain other components such as bulbs and electrical sources, which also need to be maintained. The Foresight 45 eliminates the need for multiple components, providing you with a single-piece solution to your lighting needs with a standard 4-hole back-end handpiece.

Many dental offices rely on overhead lamps or loupes to light surgical procedures. The downside to this, however, is that it will create shadowing in the working site. When using the Foresight 45 SGL, you can eliminate any shadowing that would have been created using those lighting setups. With a direct LED light inside of the surgical pocket, you will experience more visibility, a wider field of view, and a brighter working site.

Unlike conventional surgical handpieces on the market where air escapes from the back of the head cap, the Foresight 45 SGL does not allow any air to escape into the oral cavity. All excess air is funneled to the back end of the handpiece, eliminating all possibilities of an air embolism. This ensures an air-free oral cavity, allowing for multiple surgeries in succession while still maintaining patient safety. The 45° head offers maximal access and visibility when performing all surgical procedures. It is capable of extreme power, delivering more than 20W of constant torque for consistent cutting power even under the heavy load conditions that often occur while sectioning third molars. The patented chuck design works to grip the bur tighter as rpm increase to ensure patient safety and minimize the risk of bur slippage. The ceramic bearings ensure smooth, quiet operation and long-lasting turbine lifespan. The titanium-coated stainless steel shell is scratch-, stain-, and corrosion-resistant for a long-lasting body capable of withstanding the high demand of your office. It also comes backed with a one-year warranty that covers both the shell and the turbine, which is among the best warranties in the industry for surgical high-speed handpieces.

In conclusion, the Foresight 45 SGL is able to provide a simple, convenient, cost-effective solution to many issues that might be hindering your surgical procedures.

For additional information, call Medidenta toll-free at (800) 221-0750 or visit the website located at medidenta.com.